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Hey readers,

Actually, scrap that. Whether you’re the next Roger
Federer / Shaquille O’Neal / Ronaldo/ Venus and/
or Serena, whether you play sport for funsies
(endorphins, hello), or whether you’ve got the
coordination capacity of a giraffe on stilts and find
flat surfaces challenging, you’ll enjoy what we’ve
got for you this week. Sporty or not, get ready for the
marriage of 2013 that puts Kate and Wills’ little affair
to shame- the marriage of Arc and Sport!

This week marks the beginning of a new partnership
between Arc and Sport @ UNSW. The university
previously helped run these clubs, but now they’ve
handed the flame over to us. This merger is great
news, even for those of us who are a little less sporty!
Arc will not only improve the existing services to the
current sports clubs, but we’re planning to run even
more social sporting events to encourage you to get
out and have a bit of fun.

To celebrate this union is the Festival of Sport- check
out page 11 for details of events. Other sporting goodies
include an interview with UNSW cricket pro Tom
Rogers, a battle-of-the-sports feature that attempts to
decipher which sport rules supreme, and a Go Clubbing
Q&A with the perky UNSW Cheerleading Society.
Ready? Ok!

For all the post-grads out there, this week you have
the opportunity to vote for the Post Graduate Council
for 2014. Check your emails for the link with details
on how to vote.

It’s also Anti-Poverty week at UNSW, so check out
our info graph on page 15 for some sobering statistics
on student poverty (and how to get help if you’re
struggling).
To quote the super inspirational Nutri-Grain ads, you
only get out what you put in. So get involved with Arc
and Sport to get the most out of Week 11!

blitzmag.tumblr.com

Until next week-

#BlitzUNSW,

-Em

Blitz UNSW

THIS WED

To all you sporty ones out there, this one is for you.

This year, three positions went uncontested, so I
would like to congratulate Sharangan, Bruno and
Sam who are the new President, Vice President and
Research Officer on the 2014 PGC respectively. I
would also like to wish the remaining nominees the
best of luck.
See you on the courts,
-Chris
chair@arc.unsw.edu.au
arc.unsw.edu.au/board-blog

blitzeditor@arc.unsw.edu.au

@blitzmag
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You can!

UNSW
Residential
Communities
Simon: Summer is so close you
can smell it .
Paden: The gift of cheer. Go UNSW!
Krystal: Getting in shape for
summer at this week’s Festival of
Sport.

Apply Now for 2014
www.rc.unsw.edu.au

ELECTION

Your friend just got hiccups?
Tell him you’ll give him money if
he keeps hiccupping. The best
cure for hiccups is to try
and keep hiccupping.

Krystal: Fitzpleasure, Alt-J

Emily: All The Time, The Strokes
Simon: Rock City, Kings of Leon
Paden: Casbah Breakdown,
Brad Shitt

Krystal: Exercise is hard. Eating
chocolate is way more fun.

“If it was something that I really committed
myself to, I don’t think there’s anything that
could stop me becoming President of the
United States.”
-Will Smith

VOTING

Bitz and Pieces

VOTE ONLINE

Visit DHL at the Domestic Airport – 3, Keith Smith Avenue,
bring this ad along with you and get 30% off.
Or call us on 13 14 06,
quote “Blitz Magazine” and get 20% off.

5AM MON
14 OCT –
10PM THUR
17 OCT
An email containing the voting link will be sent to
your UNSW STUDENT EMAIL ACCOUNT.

arc.unsw.edu.au/pgc-election

*Terms and conditions apply

27/09/13 9:21 AM

Random Factoid
Editor Bennett
Cerf challenged
Dr. Seuss to write
a children’s book
using no more than
50 different words.
The result? Green
Eggs and Ham.

Submit to Facebook or tag
#BlitzUNSW on instagram for
your chance to have your photo
featured here!

How about 30% off your express parcels with dHL?

DHL - Blitz ad.indd 1

Simon: Getting shown up because of
my less than impressive skills in the
sporting arena

Never Stand Still

Life-hacks

sending stuff
overseas?

Old

In Rotat

In R
ion

Gold

Live on campus
and get it all included.

-Taken from
UNSW Love Letters

ation I
ot

Imagine getting all your
meals cooked for you
while you study.

The fact that jellyfish have
survived for 650 million
years despite not having
brains is great news for
stupid people.

I have to admit something.
I’ve been cheating on you. You
just don’t do it for me anymore...
I’m sorry, UNSW Library, but
I’ve decided to leave you for
UTS Library...he gives me
everything and
more than what
you do!

otation
R
n

@sixthformpoet

@ejcb

‘Six weeks to go, but who’s counting?’
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YMCA
Brightside

Mental Health & Wellbeing
The Y’s Brightside program offers
opportunities for people with a mental
illness to improve their physical, social
and mental health and wellbeing.
Make your gold coin donation on Friday 18th October at Arc Sport Festival of Sport – colour run,
held at the Village Green. All proceeds go to UNSW Fitness & Aquatic Centre YMCA Brightside.

ymcansw.org.au/brightside
Bltiz_Ad_UNSW_Fitness_Brightside_Week11.indd 1
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We Don’t Like Cricket,

WE LOVE IT!

It’s an exciting time for sport at UNSW. The merger of Arc with already
existing sporting programs means more opportunities for rising
athletes, like cricketer Tom Rogers. With a Ben Lexcen scholarship
under his belt and a baggy green in his sights, this week Tom gave us
the lowdown on what it’s like to be passionate about physical activity
(which, to be honest, the Blitz team is still slightly baffled by).
For someone who doesn’t follow sport at all, can you tell me a little bit
about our cricket team? Are we any good?
Yeah, we’re pretty good! The last two seasons we’ve been minor
premiers in first grade. We made the finals in all three codes last year.
We’ve also produced four state players in the last two seasons and one
international player.
Phew, I’m glad to hear we don’t suck! Have you always been passionate
about cricket?
I’ve always loved my cricket. I grew up in Canberra playing through the
programs there, and then moved to NSW to try my best to get into the
NSW Under 19s team and play first grade in Sydney.
Do you dream of playing for Australia one day?
Definitely. Every kid who plays cricket growing up dreams of putting on
the baggy green and playing for their country.
Which is worse: getting out for a duck or being hit for a six?
That’s a really hard question. They’re both terrible! I reckon getting out
for a duck is probably worse, because you gotta walk off and go through
the crowd and all the people.

Are you excited about the merger between Arc and sport?
It’ll be fantastic, I think. The club is a really good place to play cricket and
you get a lot of support from the uni, especially through the scholarship
programs on offer and the points given to elite athletes. I think this will
make it even better. The more our uni gets involved, the better.
How do you find a balance between your study and your sport?
I guess growing up – playing cricket and soccer and everything under
the sun – it’s something you’ve got to manage. I was lucky enough to get
support all the way through and heaps of support up here when I came
to UNSW through the scholarship program. The help from UNSW has
been fantastic. That’s what allows me to balance it all out.
What advice would you give to others thinking about applying for
scholarships?
I would definitely recommend it. Whatever level you play at, the club
is great place to play. There are great coaches who are ex-Australian
cricketers. The amount of support that you get to do well in your studies
and do well on the cricket field is outstanding. I don’t think there’d be
too many other places that offer that. The best decision I ever made was
coming to Sydney and studying at UNSW.
Krystal Sutherland
@KM_Sutherland

(7)

FOOTBALL (SOCCER)

VOLLEYBALL

Give me a brief rundown of Football.
How is it played?
Football (or soccer) is the most popular sport
in the world and is played in most countries. It
is a team sport where players use their legs,
feet, head and torso to pass a ball and score
goals. The nature of the game means players
may be sprinting, running fast or slow, and
sometimes standing still. Playing football
provides a number of benefits including
building strength, flexibility and endurance, as
well as promoting teamwork.

Give me a brief rundown of volleyball.
How is it played?
Volleyball is played between two teams of six
players separated by a net. To score a point,
the ball must either hit the ground within the
boundaries of the opposition’s side of the court,
or be touched by an opponent before landing
out of bounds. Each team may touch the ball
up to three times before hitting it back over the
net, but the same player cannot touch the ball
twice in a row.

CAPTAIN: GREG SHARP

Rally the troops and pick up your pom-poms kids,
the Arc festival of sport is happening! To celebrate
the super sweet new partnership between Arc
and sport at UNSW, Arc is running a three day
social comp. Blitz presents our very first battle of
the sports, which pits the presidents of some of
the coolest sports clubs on campus against each
other to figure out which sport rules the roost
(although they are all winners in our mind).

BATTLE OF

THE SPORTS
(8)

CAPTAIN :MARGARET SARLEJ

What do you love about representing
UNSW in sport?
UNSW is a strong brand and the Football Club
has a good reputation. The members of the
club are a great bunch of people.

What attracted you to playing volleyball?
Volleyball is a sport that is both physically
demanding and technically difficult to master,
and the challenge really appealed to me. The
team aspect has also been a very important
part of why I have continued to play.

What are you looking forward to
about Arc & sport?
With Arc now closer to UNSW Sport, there is
an opportunity to have greater exposure in
student life and grow the sport. The sky truly
is the limit with Arc involved.

What do you love about representing
UNSW in sport?
I love the atmosphere that comes with being
part of the club, with players from different
teams supporting each other at tournaments
and socialising together afterwards.

What are some of the recent highlights or
successes for your team?
The 2013 outdoor season is drawing to a
close, with September being finals month for
Football NSW competitions. All seven teams
(two men’s and five women’s) are currently
playing in finals. The women’s teams were
crowned Club Champions and both U12’s and
Reserve Grade was Premiers. In our local
competitions, our AA6 team were Grand
Final winners and UNSWFC A were crowned
League Champions.

Why should other students play volleyball?
Volleyball is not only good for exercise and
fitness, but it’s also a great team sport. This
makes it a fantastic way to make friends at uni.
Most of my best friends are people that I’ve
met through volleyball over the years.

CRICKET

ULTIMATE FRISBEE

What do you love about representing
UNSW in sport?
UNSW has a proud tradition of playing high
level cricket. We have produced international
players (Geoff Lawson, Michael Slater, Daniel
Christian, Timm Van Der Gugten and Tom
Cooper), as well as current NSW stars Chris
Tremain and David Dawson. We play at the
highest non-professional level in the world
against some of the world’s best players.

Give me a brief rundown of Ultimate Frisbee.
How is it played?
Ultimate is a seven aside team sport played on
a soccer sized field. You score by completing a
pass in an end zone. It’s the cutting of soccer,
the accuracy of basketball, and the running
of gridiron, all combined into one sport with a
flying disc.

CAPTAIN: DANNY BHANDARI

Regardless of the level of cricket, it is a friendly
club which allows people to be their very best,
promoting the development of good citizens as
well as good cricketers.
What are you looking forward to about
Arc & sport?
Better collaboration, promotion, events and
awareness of sport across the University.
Finally, why is Cricket the best sport?
Cricket is Australia’s favourite sport. The
Australian cricket captaincy is considered the
highest office in the land. It has been played
across this great country since mid-1850s. Our
players can achieve national and international
success from their UNSW club performances
and make a career out of cricket if they choose.

SPORTS THAT WE
WISH WERE REAL
BLERNSBALL
(FUTURAMA):

Baseball is a thing of the past in the 31st
Century, replaced by the far superior
game of Blernsball. In this game, the
ball is attached to a tether, and fielders
must stop it entering holes all over the
field whilst avoiding cream pie throwing
clowns and giant spiders.

FLONKERTON
(THE OFFICE):

The game guaranteed to cure even the
most severe case of office boredom. Two
‘athletes’ attach boxes of printer paper to
their feet and proceed to race across the
office floor to their heart’s content. The
prize? Pure bloody satisfaction.

POKEMON
(POKEMON):

The ultimate blood sport, trainers catch
monsters unawares, enslaving them so
they can battle against other dudes or
dames. It’s best known for its element of
questionable parenting, as ma’s and pa’s
let their offspring go off alone into the
wide world at the tender age of ten.

CALVINBALL

(CALVIN AND HOBBES):

CAPTAIN: YEW ENG NG

There are only two rules to this sport:
make the rules up as you go, and you can
never play with the same rules twice.
With necessary equipment including
croquet sets, badminton sets and a hobby
horse, this fast-paced game captures the
essence of a child’s imagination. If you
wanna hold onto your youth, it’s time for a
spot of Calvinball.
Simon Anicich
@Simonanicich

What are some of the recent highlights or
successes for your team?
This July we had ten home-bred UNSW
players represent Australia in the Under23
World Championships in Toronto. This year,
we are also the only university based team to
successfully qualify for the Australian Mixed
Ultimate Championships.
Why should other uni students take up your
sport?
It’s easy to learn, and really easy to get good
at. Three of the girls who made the Australian
team this year had joined the club no more
than one year ago before getting really good.

(9)

BETTER THAN STUDYING: 

UNI GAMES
Jelly that you missed out on this week-long sport and party fest
at the Gold Coast during the break? Here are some photos to
make you even more jelly. UNSW Represent!

Arc FESTIVAL OF SPORT

WHAT’S ON UNSW
14TH OCT - 18TH OCT
UNIBAR SPECIAL
WEEK 11

FRUIT
TINGLE

$6

EA

The Roundhouse encourages the Responsible Service of Alcohol
*Not available during major events

BISTRO SPECIAL

WEEK 11

CRISPY CHICKEN BURGER
WITH CHIPS AND DRINK COMBO

$9
$2 CAN OF SOFT DRINK
WITH ANY FOOD PURCHASE

UNIBAR & BISTRO LOWER CAMPUS (E6)

UNSWROUNDHOUSE.COM
(10)

WHAT’S ON UNSW

WHEN: Wed 16 Oct -

Fri 18 Oct
WHERE: Various
VERDICT: Let’s get physical!

To celebrate the joining of Arc and sport, this
promises to be one of the biggest events of the year!
Whether your idea of enjoying sport is playing social
netball, rock-climbing in solitude or drinking beer while
watching the cricket, the Festival of Sport has something
for everybody. We picked some of our favourite events from
the jam-packed line up of awesomeness.

SOCIAL SPORT COMPETITION
Think you’ve got what it takes to make it big in touch footy
or 3 on 3 basketball? Or how about Ultimate Frisbee or
futsal? Now’s your chance to claim glory and badass prizes
(like paintball). Register a team and score a UNSW Arc
playing singlet. Grand final at 4pm on Friday. Go team!

WHEN: 11am-5pm,

Wed 16 & Thurs 17 Oct
WHERE: @ Village Green

MECHANICAL BULL
WHEN: 10am, Wed 16-

Fri 18 Oct
WHERE: @ Main Walkway

Yeehaw, cowboy! Dress in plaid and an Akubra and make
like it’s the wild, wild west. Throw one hand in the air and
hold on tight as Samsung’s mechanical bull tries to tenderise
you the way you tenderise beef strips (it’s only fair, really).
Free laptop for whoever can stay on the longest.

BOOTCAMP
Listen up you lily recruits. You’re about to have your mushy,
cookie-dough asses whipped into shape. Bleed, sweat and
cry your winter weight away until you look positively bangin’
in your summer threads.

WHEN: 9am, Thurs 17
& Fri 18 Oct
WHERE: @ Village Green

COLOUR RUN
WHEN: 1-3pm, Fri 18 Oct
WHERE: @ Village Green

Didn’t get to run on Foundation Day because of the shitty
weather? Never fear, the rescheduled Colour Run is here!
Make the gruelling task that is running seem a little less
awful by letting volunteers pelt coloured powder at you.
Cross the finish line looking like a rainbow.

BEEP TEST
Are you a masochist who likes exercise-induced torture?
Well then have we got something for you! Dreaded by high
school students all across the country, the agonizing Beep
Test has followed you all the way to uni (kind of like the
Chucky doll that kept on showing up on that kid’s doorstep
after he threw it out). Female and male winners will receive
a free YMCA gym membership.

WHEN: 1-2pm, Thurs 17 Oct
WHERE: @ Village Green

Anti-Poverty Week

Arc Festival of Sport

12.10pm
@ Quad, G055

Mon 14 Oct - Fri 18 Oct
@UNSW

Wed 23 Oct – Fri 18 Oct
@UNSW

The Catholic Chaplaincy at UNSW
hosts a daily mass for students to
pray and celebrate together.

Help make poverty a thing of the
past. Keep an eye out for anti-poverty
events throughout the week.

Arc and UNSW Sport are officially joined at the hip- hurrah! Whether your idea of
enjoying sport is playing social netball, rock-climbing in solitude or drinking beer
while watching the cricket, the Festival of Sport has something for everybody.
Lookout for the highlighted events below!

Daily Mass

Exhibition: Talk Show (After the Break)
5-7pm, Until October 26.
@ Kudos Gallery
Curated by JD Reforma and Sandra Di Palma,
Talk Show is the second instalment of a two-part
exhibition responding to televisual entertainment.

SAVE THE DATE
WEEK 12

Squires Sesh

Simpson’s Trivia

7-8pm
@ UniBar

Tues 22 Oct

$4 James Squires beers all day, every day. Cheers to that!

ALL WEEK

UNSW - THERE’S ALWAYS SOMETHING GOOD GOING DOWN

@ ROUNDHOUSE

Think you’ve got what it takes
to be a Simpson’s trivia king or
queen? Head to roundhouse.com
to register! Amazing prizes and
glory to be won.

Roundhouse Clothes Swap
Wed 23 Oct

MON 

OCT 14

Smoothie Social

12.30pm
@ L2 Blockhouse
COST: Free for Arc members

Ping Pong Tuesdays

10-11am
@ COFA Courtyard steps

Manifesto Zine meeting

12.10pm
@ Quad, G055

3.30-4.30pm
@ COFA Learning Commons, Level
1 E Block

Bingo

1pm
@ Roundhouse

Trivia

Queer Collective Meeting

4-6pm
@ Queer Space, L9, Chemical
Sciences Building

Poker

5pm
@ Roundhouse

5pm
@ Roundhouse
5-6pm
@ UniBar

Indigenous Cultural Night
5.30-7pm
@ Nura Gili

C Block Cinema Night
6pm
@ COFA Courtyard

7-8pm
@ UniBar
$4 James Squires beers.

Squires Sesh

7-8pm
@ UniBar
$4 James Squires beers

OCT 15

COFA Coffee Happy hour

8-10am
@ Cornerhouse
All Regular coffees $2.50

Free Pool

12-2pm
@ Roundhouse

Daily Mass

12.10pm
@ Quad, G042

WED 

OCT 16

Rock Climbing

10am
@ Village Green

Mechanical Bull

10am
@ Main Walkway
Free laptop to the cowboy/cowgirl
who can tame the bull for the longest.

Sporty BBQ

11-3pm
@ Village Green

5pm
@ Roundhouse
Cost: FREE
Brought to you by The Roundhouse,
Select Music and Budweiser.

Happy Hour
5-7pm
@ UniBar

Free Lunch

Spring Fever

7.30pm
@ Roundhouse
COST: $10 Arc, $15 GA
Catch Tom Ballard, The Morrisons,
and Peoples Palace as the students
of Kensington Colleges raise funds
to start an Indigenous scholarship in
2014. Grab tickets at eventopia.co/
SpringFever

THU 

Crafternoon Tea

1pm
@ COFA Learning Commons, Lvl. 1
E Block
Eat cake, catch up wiyh chums and
get your craft on.

More than Words
1pm
@ Kudos Gallery

How- To Workshop: Latin Dance

1.30-3pm
@ Sam Cracknell Building
Let the Latin Dance Society help you
get your salsa on

Mexican Standoff

4pm ‘til close
@ The White House
Cheap sangria, nachos, burritos and
tequila. ¡Muy bien!

Daily Mass

12.10pm
@ Quad, G026

How-To Workshop: Cheerleading

7-8pm
@ UniBar
$4 James Squires beers.

12.30-1.30pm
@ Welfare and Disability Room, SRC
Wing, Level 1 Blockhouse

11am-5pm
@ Village Green
Touch footy, Ultimate Frisbee, futsal
and 3 on 3 basketball.

12.30pm
@ L2 Blockhouse
COST: Free for Arc members

Squires Sesh

Welfare and Disability Collective
Meeting

Social Sport Competition

Pottery Studio Induction

6pm
@ Village Green

12.30-2pm
@ COFA Courtyard

Squires Sesh

Live Music: Twilight Sounds feat. The
Holidays, Battleships + Spenda C

Outdoor Cinema

12-2pm
@ Arc Precinct
Get yourself a plate of pure
deliciousness

Sounds in the Courtyard

6pm
@ EG02, COFA

7pm
@ The White House

VeggieSoc Lunch

12.30-2pm
@ COFA Courtyard
Free curry for all COFA students. Yum!

COFA Talks: Manet

Movie Night: The Host

12-1.30pm
@ Sam Cracknell Building, upstairs
No registration required.

12.10pm
@ Quad, G041

5-7pm
@ Kudos Gallery

5-6pm
@ UniBar

11am-5pm
@ Village Green
Touch footy, Ultimate Frisbee, futsal
and 3 on 3 basketball.

Daily Mass

Happy Hour
Exhibition Opening: Talk Show

Happy Hour

Social Sport Competition

How-To Workshop: Cheerleading

2-8pm
@ Roundhouse

Daily Mass

TUE 

Pottery Studio Induction

OCT 17

COFA Coffee Happy Hour
8am-5pm
@ Cornerhouse

Bootcamp

9am
@ Village Green
Whip your ass into shape!

Rock Climbing

10am
@ Village Green

Mechanical Bull

10am
@ Main Walkway
Free laptop from Samsung up for
grabs!

Sporty BBQ

11-3pm
@ Village Green

12.30-2pm
@ Sam Cracknell Building, upstairs

Pottery Studio Wheel Intro Lesson
1pm
@ L2 Blockhouse
COST: $15

Beep Test

1-2pm
@ Village Green
Test your cardio fitness thanks to
YMCA. Female and male winners will
each receive a free gym membership!

Meditation

1-2pm
@ CB09, C Block

COFA Soccer

2-3pm
@ Moore Park Courtyard

Queer Collective Meeting

2-4pm
@ Queer Space, L9, Chemical
Sciences Building

Beatboxing Class with D2MG
4.30-6pm
@ Blockhouse
COST: $8 per week

Heineken Sessions: Live Music

4-6pm
@ The White House
Cheap Heineken and music from Kai
& Alfy.

Happy Hour
5-6pm
@ UniBar

Squires Sesh: Live Music
5-7pm
@ UniBar
Tunes from DJ Anujual.

Yoga

12-1pm
@ CB09, C Block

Daily Mass

Pint Night

12.10pm
@ Quad, G022

5-10pm
@ The White House
$5 pints. Cheers!

Weekly Casual Basketball Game

3-4pm
UNSW Fitness and Aquatic Centre,
Level 1
COST: Free

Gallery Crawl

6-8pm
@ COFA Courtyard

Social Sport Final

Squires Sesh

7-8pm
@ UniBar
$4 James Squires beers

FRI

OCT 18

Coffee Happy Hour

8-10am
@ The White House
$2.50 coffee to kick start your
weekend.

Bootcamp

9am
@ Village Green

Free Toast Fridays

10am
@ COFA Courtyard

Rock Climbing

10am
@ Village Green

Mechanical Bull

10am
@ Main Walkway
Free laptop from Samsung up for
grabs!

Sporty BBQ

11-3pm
@ Village Green

Colour Run

1-3pm
@ Village Green

How- To Hip Hop with D2MG

4pm
@ Village Green
If your team was hard-core enough to
win on Wednesday or Thursday, now
is your chance to claim ultimate glory
(and prizes).

Awards Ceremony

5pm
@ Village Green
Performances and awards presented
to the winners of the social
competitions.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

5-6pm
@ UniBar

Live Music: House Bear

5-7pm
@ BeerGarden, Roundhouse

Live Music: DJ Anujual
6-9pm
@ The White House
Break it down.

Squires Sesh

7-8pm
@ UniBar
$4 James Squires beers

UNSW SOAP Presents: Dance
Rhythms

7-10pm
@ John Clancy Auditorium
COST: $10 Arc, $15 students, $20 GA,
$40 family

See facebook.com/UNSWSOAP for
more deets.

1.30-3pm
@ Sam Cracknell Building, upstairs

THURSDAY

Twilight Sounds feat. Asta,
Pluto Jonze + Airwolf
Wed 23 Oct
@ ROUNDHOUSE

For three weeks in October The
Roundhouse and Select Music
will be bringing you some of the
hottest acts in the country for free.

Rueda de Casino
International
Championship 2013
Fri 25 Oct

@ ROUNDHOUSE

COST: From $25

A two-day extravaganza of Cuban
music, dance, culture and history.

WEEK 13

Happy Hour

BLITZ PICKS
MONDAY

@ ROUNDHOUSE

Swap your old threads for some
fancy new finery.

Twilight Sounds
feat. Andy Bull +
Purple Sneakers Djs
Wed 30 Oct
@ ROUNDHOUSE

Cheap drinks and free (awesome)
tunes sponsored by Budweiser.

End of Session Party:
Halloween
Thurs 31 Oct
@ ROUNDHOUSE

Don a sexy/scary Halloween costume
and monster mash the night away.

Great Postgrad Ball
Fri 1 Nov

@ ROUNDHOUSE

COST: $80

A Gatsby inspired evening of
dancing, dining and drinking, with
a touch of old school glamour and
a riot of colour and glitter. To book
visit trybooking.com/DCKL

DUD PARTY?

FRIDAY

Promote your event
with What’s On!
Go to arc.unsw.edu.au,
or email blitz@arc.
unsw.edu.au
Half-

Poker

5pm
@ Roundhouse
Put your poker face on, Lady Gaga style.

Indigenous Cultural Night

5.30-7pm
@ Nura Gili
Learn about Indigenous Australian history and its
importance to Indigenous health and inequality today.

Live Music: Twilight Sounds feat. The Holidays,
Battleships + Spenda C

5pm, @ Roundhouse
For three weeks in October The Roundhouse and
Select Music will be bringing you some of the hottest
acts in the country for free! Double Happy Hour
5-7pm. Sponsored by Budweiser.

Pint Night

5-10pm
@ The White House
$5 pints in celebration that it’s almost Friday. Which
means it’s almost the weekend. Sigh of relief.

Deadline
Assed

Colour Run

1-3pm
@ Village Green
Didn’t get the chance to run on Foundation Day? Now’s your chance
to get a little colour in your life.

Olympics

12 days before Mon of
relevant week

1pm
@ COFA Courtyard
Give Blitz the thumbs up

facebook.com/blitzmag

BELOW

AROUND TOWN: WHAT’S ON SYDNEY

THE LINE

The ‘poor student living in squalor and
surviving on Mi Goreng’ is a stereotype
perpetuated around the world, but just how
true is it? Poverty seems like a strong idea
to apply to students in Australia, but the
sad truth is that more and more university
undergraduates are slipping below the
poverty line. Anti-Poverty Week aims to
strengthen public understanding of the
causes and consequences of poverty and
hardship in Australia. Here are some statistics
about student poverty down under:

CHEAP A$$ SYDNEY
LOOK

Doctor Who: Celebrating 50 Years
WHERE: ABC Studios, Ultimo
WHEN: 15 August-31 January 2014
COST: Free

It’s hard to believe that a television show would
stand the test of time for an entire 50 years, but
the British institution known as Doctor Who has
managed just that. Following the exploits of a
mysterious Time Lord with a serious fetish for
the human race, the show has paved the way for
countless entries into the science fiction genres,
and has successfully made actors such as Tom
Baker and David Tennant household names.
This exhibition serves as a loving retrospective
to the show’s extensive history, featuring a
range of props, costumes and replicas that will
get diehard fans in a frenzy when they spy them
with their own eyes.

Less Than

$10,000

25%

17%

25%

of international
undergraduates have
incomes of less than
$10,000 per annum.

Of university students
regularly go without
food or necessities as
they can’t afford them.

Of employed full time
undergraduates work
more than 20 hours
per week.

33%

Of Indigenous
students reported
they regularly went
without necessities.

WATCH

Cult Classics: Alien (Director’s Cut)
WHERE: Dendy Newtown
WHEN: 10am/6.30pm, Monday 14 October
COST: $12 Non-Members/$10 Club Dendy

ART & ABOUT
Love art? Love going for a stroll around good olde
Sydney town? Get excited for the raddest outdoor
exhibition this city has to offer!

WHERE: Across

Sydney
WHEN: 20 September-20
October
COST: Varies

Sydney’s annual Art & About festival is back! It’s the one month
of the year where every nook and cranny of the city has the
potential to become a canvas, and every street corner becomes
a site of artistic expression. This year’s theme is ‘Private Lives...
Public Places’, so you can expect plenty of scandalous pop-up
installations and artworks on display. Perhaps the most apt exhibition reflecting this year’s theme is ‘City
Lines’, where the dirty laundry of Sydney’s residents will quite literally be hung around the CBD for all to
E project,
see. Locals have been invited to share their deepest, darkest secrets with the brains behind
ERthis
AS H get up to, this is
Alphabet Studio, so if you want to discover some of the outrageously suss shit thatW
people
the best way to do it!

Blitz also recommends you check out the giant snails that will be popping up in locations such as Hyde
Park and the Pitt St Mall. Made entirely from recyclable materials, Snailovation is a harrowing exhibition
that just goes to show how f**king scary it would be if the world were invaded by an army of giant, multicoloured snails. That’s a world we don’t want to live in.
sw.edu.au
blitz@arc.un

BITE US!

If gossip and ginormous terrestrial pulmonate gastropod molluscs don’t take your fancy, there are more
than 50 events and exhibitions being held across the duration of the month long festival, meaning that it
will be pretty much impossible to find something that isn’t up your alley. Perhaps you’ll be lucky enough to
even have an artwork pop-up in the alley next to your house? One can only dream of such arty convenience.

For more info on Art & About, and a full list of events,
head to artandabout.com.au
For your chance to win a double pass to see Art and About exhibition 52 Suburbs
Around The World, email blitz@arc.unsw.edu.au with ARTY FART in the subject
line and tell us your biggest secret.

Dendy Newtown’s latest season of cult classics
is gracing the silver screen, and you’d be a fool
to miss out on the totally rad selection of films
they’ve served up this time around. This week be
sure to go and see Ridley Scott’s 1979 sci-fi horror
Alien, starring Sigourney Weaver in the role that
paved the way for her super successful career as
a Hollywood heroine for hire. The movie asks the
question of what would happen if an alien with an
appetite for human flesh hitched R
a Eride on what is
S HE The answer?
essentially a dump truckW
inAspace.
E
Loads
S HERof death and destruction, of course.

WA

SEE

Selling Dreams: One Hundred Years ofu Fashion
sw.edu.a
blitz@arc.un
Photography

sw.edu.au
blitz@arc.un

BITE US!

66%

Of students are
worried about their
financial situation.

80%

Of Indigenous students
are worried about their
financial situation.

50%

Of students say
that work adversely
impacts their studies.

80%

Of full time
undergraduate
students are
employed.

WHERE: State Library of NSW
WHEN: 10 August-10 November
COST: Free

BITE US!

Have a passion for fashion? Get yo self to this
awesome photography collection currently on
display at the State Library, which highlights
the best of the best within the fashion world.
Building on photographer Irving Penn’s infamous
quote on his time at Vogue as ‘selling dreams,
not clothes’, the exhibition celebrates fashion as
a rich art form. With 60 photos on display, this is
the only venue in Australia planning to exhibit the
collection, so don’t miss out!

WIN

WIN

66%

Of Indigenous
undergraduate
students receive no
financial support
from family.

Krystal Sutherland
@KM_Sutherland

Struggling to keep your head above water? Arc members are
automatically entitled to cool stuff like free legal advice and advocacy
services to help you out of any rough situations. They can help
with everything from applying for Youth Allowance to providing the
Welfare Room for those undergoing financial hardship.
Head to arc.unsw.edu.au to find out more.

*All statistics taken from the Universities Australia
2012 student finances survey by Emmaline Bexley,
Suzanne Daroesman, Sophie Arkoudis and Richard
James. Centre for the Study for Higher Education, The
University of Melbourne.
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POSITIONS TO BE ELECTED
OFFICERS

COUNCILLORS

• President of the SRC

• 6 Undergraduate students from Electorate A
Only undergraduates from Electorate A may
vote for candidates from Electorate A

• General Secretary
• Education Officer
• Women’s Officer
Only female identifying students may vote in
the election of the Women’s Officer
• International Student’s Officer
Only international students may vote in the
election of the International Students’ Officer
• Environment Officer
• Students with Disabilities Officer
Only students with disabilities may vote in the
election of the Students with Disabilities Officer
• Welfare Officer
• Ethnic Affairs Officer

17%

• 6 Undergraduate students from Electorate B
Only undergraduates from Electorate B may
vote for candidates from Electorate B

Wallbanger

Long Hard Ride

The cover of Wallbanger by Alice Clayton
depicts exactly what the title promises:
some banging that happens against
a wall. As far as we can tell from the
synopsis, that seems to be pretty much
the extent of the plot. Caroline Reynolds
moves into an apartment with paper
thin walls. Simon Parker lives next
door. Each night, Caroline hears moans,
spanks and meows (we’re not making
that up). The wall-banging gets so bad it
‘threatens to literally bounce her out of
bed’. Literally, people.

Get your mind out of the gutter. The title
refers to the fact that this is western
themed erotica. Ok, ok, it also refers to
the cowboy sex, but mostly the horse
riding. According to the synopsis of Long
Hard Ride, Channing Kinkaid is itching
for an adventure with an ‘untamed man’.
Colby McKay is a cliché cowboy who
wants Channing to ‘horse around’ (their
words, not ours).

Pleasure Unbound

Breeding Cycle

One Goodreads reviewer describes
the cover of Pleasure Unbound as ‘the
epitome of cheap, soft-core porn’.
Taylor Mancuso is a demon-slayer ‘who
hungers for sensual pleasure but fears
it will always be denied her’ (we’re really
not making this stuff up). Then, cliché
alert, she gets the hots for a demon and
it’s all ‘we totally can’t bang because
we’re natural enemies but we’re going
to bang anyway’.

‘Each year lykaen princess Sarina
Brunes goes through her breeding cycle
- a powerful force that makes the desire
to mate nearly inescapable.’ Yuck. FYI
book people, ‘breeding’ and ‘mating’
are the un-sexiest words on the planet.
Apparently ‘lykaen’ is a fancy way of
saying werewolf, which in turn is a fancy
way of saying this is practically Twilight
but with more sex. Oh, sorry, not sex –
‘mating.’ Shudder.

Carmen’s
New York Climax

X-Rated Books
We Dare You to
Read on the Bus!

With an author named Nikki Sex, how
could Carmen’s New York Climax
possibly be bad? It’s all about Kurt
Nielsen, New York’s most eligible
bachelor, who for some reason is
meeting a hooker in a hotel room
(because eligible bachelors are starved
for sex partners?).
Krystal Sutherland
@KM_Sutherland

Returning Officer:
Ema Esteves
m: 0432 218 026
e: returning.officer@ozemail.com.au

OTHER POSITIONS
• 3 Tharunka Editors
• 7 NUS Delegates
• Indigenous Officer
INDIGENOUS OFFICER ELECTIONS

VOTE THIS WEEK
Fri 18th Oct 2013 @ Nura Gili

Only currently enrolled UNSW Indigenous students may
vote in the election of the Indigenous Officer.

How to vote
Polling stations will be set up from 8.30am Monday 21st October 2013 to 1.30pm Friday 25 October 2013. At the polling
station, show your student card to obtain a ballot paper. Voters have the option of voting either above OR below the line.
*Only current UNSW Undergraduate students are eligible to vote for the SRC

For candidate statements, a schedule of polling stations,
and further election infomation visit the Arc website.

arc.unsw.edu.au/src-election
(16)
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reviews.
•ALBUM

HIGH DISTINCTION

•DVD

By allowing players to switch between the
trio in and out of missions, you effectively
direct the action. You choose your style of
play, and avoid what you least prefer.
-GTA V

DISTINCTION

CREDIT

•FILM

HIGH DISTINCTION

•GAME

So you think
you want
my job?
Tamsin Peters

Marine biologist and PhD candidate
Tell us about how you became a marine biologist.
I did some marine courses by accident in second year and
I was better at it and liked it more than the environmental
science I was studying at the time. I liked it so much that I
did my honours in marine science.

DORIS

DRIFT

Earl Sweatshirt
In 2010, a 16 year old rapper named Earl
Sweatshirt released a free self-titled mixtape
which graphically celebrated fantasies of
rape, murder and suicide. The tape was
so vile that, supposedly, once his mother
heard the content, she sent him to a Samoan
retreat school, and he wasn’t seen for two
years. On his return album, we receive the
musings of a deeply troubled, hopelessly
confused introvert with an unfathomable
control of the English language. The result,
Doris, is an uncomfortable reminder that
80 percent of your teenage years were pure
misery for reasons you couldn’t understand.
It’s difficult to overstate Earl’s ability as a
lyricist; his grasp of words is unparalleled in
the rap music landscape. Some verses will
take dozens of listens to be properly digested,
particularly because Earl is able to chain
mind-boggling sentences together around
typically mundane topics. Nonetheless, the
album’s greatest moments occur when
the adolescent vividly communicates his
insecurities, particularly on the excellent
Chum and Pharrell-produced Burgundy.
These fascinating monologues trudge
through Earl’s issues with absent fathers,
antithetic mothers, perplexed girlfriends and
dying grandmothers.
Similarly, the music assists in replicating these
feelings of discomfort and mental instability.
The production rarely sounds colourful, save
for Pharrell’s contribution and the album
closer, Knight. Elsewhere, the beats sound
like they’ve been submerged in swamplands,
muffled underneath Earl’s deadpan delivery.
Everything sounds deliberately uneasy, from
the off-beat piano riffs on Whoa to the lagging
church organs on the Frank Ocean-assisted
Sunday. Undoubtedly, it’s the best rap release
of 2013 so far.

Julian Pipolo

(18)

Directors: Ben Nott and Morgan
O’Neill
Surfing movie Drift sees two brothers stand
up against power-driven cops and ruthless
bikies to sell boards out the back of their van
(while constantly carving killer waves).
Set in the 70s, Drift is an Australian story
of financial struggle combined with an
obsession for surfing. Starting off with
sombre black and white visuals, Jimmy
(Xavier Samuel), Andy (Myles Pollard) and
their mother, Kat (Robyn Malcom) escape
their abusive father by taking the family car
for a long drive. The three travel along the
coast until they eventually hit a small town
in Western Australia.
When cool cat, surf photographer JB (Sam
Worthington) rolls into town, we see the
beginnings of a surfing revolution. The
Kelly brothers establish their own gear,
inspiring the surf culture to thrive. It’s not
an easy journey, with authoritarian cops and
disbelieving bankers, but Andy, playing the
typical Aussie bloke, is determined to set
things right.
With drugs sucking characters underwater,
we are hooked in by the fear that the
underdog will lose out.
Although slow to start, the story jumps
into action as the boys barrel a few waves
with some close calls. We see crystal clear
currents, dangerous waves and the inside
of barrels from the eyes of the surfer.
Directors Ben Nott and Morgan O’Neill have
captured the craziness of surfers leaving
the rest of us in awe.

R.I.P.D

Starring: Ryan Reynolds,
Jeff Bridges,
If you’re looking for the next blockbuster
experience to feed your love of
over-the-top action and groan-inducing
comedy, then R.I.P.D is the movie for you.
Though nothing ground-breaking, this
fun-filled fantasy adventure movie runs
through fairly stock characters with
enough twists, famous faces and digital
effects to make it worth your time.
The film follows police officer Nick
(Ryan Reynolds) after his death on a
crime scene. As he moves on to the
afterlife, he’s disrupted by the Rest In
Peace Department, which recruits police
officers who have recently died to track
down ‘deados’ (people who have died
but whose spirits have managed to slip
through the cracks and hang around the
real world, still inhabiting bodily forms
and generally wreaking havoc).
The plot is very predictable, so if you
want a good story, avoid it. But if you’re
looking for something fast-paced and
entertaining without gun wounds and
bloody violence, it’s all good fun. As well
as this, R.I.P.D. is based on a comic book,
so the visuals are pretty spectacular,
both in cinematography and design. I’d
even go so far as to say it’s worth the
few extra dollars for the 3D experience.
If nothing else, catch it for Jeff Bridges’
performance which makes the most of
his cheesy lines in ways even I wasn’t
expecting.

If the storyline doesn’t provoke your curiosity,
the cinematography of the film is sure to
make any surfer drool!
Brooke Farmer

What’s an average day like for you?
Totally unpredictable. It could involve teaching
undergrads, it could involve lab work, it could involve
sitting at my desk and writing, it could involve diving, it
could involve snorkelling, it could involve a combination
of all of those things squished into one day.

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
For Xbox 360 / PS3
Unashamedly ambitious, yet reassuringly inviting, welcome
back to Los Santos in Rockstar North’s most immersive,
genre-defining title to date, Grand Theft Auto V.
Despite facing a stifling amount of hype, Rockstar exceeds
expectations by improving almost every element of GTA’s
mechanics and rewriting their open-world rulebook.
Set in a satirical reimagining of Southern California, the game
delivers a truly living world, and is overwhelming in every sense.
As equally beautiful as it is chaotic, it’s an environment that
dares you to explore, with surprises everywhere you turn. It is
this warped reality that acts as safe haven for the game’s biggest
innovation: its three protagonists.
Following the exploits of Michael, Franklin and Trevor
invigorates gameplay, deviating from open-world routine.
By allowing players to switch between the trio in and out of
missions, you effectively direct the action. You choose your style
of play, and avoid what you least prefer.
Mission design has similarly witnessed an overhaul, with there
being greater player agency than ever before. Tasked with
executing a series of audacious heists, it’s up to you to acquire
disguises and stash getaway vehicles. Do you play it smart by
hiring expensive professionals, or wave a gun in the manager’s
face? The choice is yours (as are the consequences).

GTA V isn’t simply this generation’s crowning achievement;
it sets the standard for what is expected from the next. As
rewarding as it is vast, consider this a compulsory purchase.

Do people have common misconceptions about
what you do?
Everyone thinks I work with dolphins. I do not work with
dolphins! I see dolphins sometimes, but I do not work
with them. Everyone’s always like, ‘Oh my god, I really
wanted to be a marine biologist when I was little so I
could swim with dolphins.’ There are more things in the
sea than Flipper.
What part of the job do you love the most?
I like the mixture of activities. Even though the
unpredictable nature of the job is annoying, you never
have the opportunity to be bored. If I was sitting in a lab
every day, I would hate it. If I was diving every day, I would
hate it. I like that there’s a good mix.
How about the downsides?
You can’t really plan your schedule too far in advance
because your life is a bit dependent on the weather.
Diving in winter can be a bit soul crushing. Sea urchins
lodging themselves in your knee is not ideal. Sharks are
scary.
Finally, what advice would you give to aspiring
marine biologists?
Make sure it’s something you’re passionate about,
because you’re in for long hours and long days. You need
something to drive you, to keep you going, especially on
winter mornings at 5am. Remember that it’s not just
dolphins. You need writing skills, an understanding of
statistics and some good scientific principles before you
can go off and be a mad dolphin frother.
Every fortnight, Blitz is getting one awesome peep to dish
the dirt on finding a career that makes others totes jelly.
Krystal Sutherland
@KM_Sutherland

Michael Stratford

GO BLITZ YOURSELF
Ever worried that you are too critical?
Then we want you!

Tina Giannoulis

Blitz is always looking for extra reviewers and reporters.
Email us at blitz@arc.unsw.edu.au and be rewarded with freebies and
invitations that’ll make your time at UNSW so much cooler.
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Find as many words as
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you can in theWAsquare.
Each word must be at
least four letters long
and include the middle
letter, plurals allowed.
Each letter can only be
used once. Good Luck.

UNSW Cheerleading
Society
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The UNSW Cheerleading Society is the peppiest
group on campus, a group of highly talented
guys and gals who rep the uni in cheerleading
on a highly competitive level. Blitz chatted to
society President Olly Melville to learn more
about their Cheerocracy.

nsw.edu.au
blitz@arc.u
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First of all, what exactly is Cheerleading Society?
We are a cheer and dance society. We have a
number of different teams, who train at various
times throughout the week. We compete in
competitions all throughout the year at the
state and national level, and even have the
opportunity to go overseas as well.

WIN

WIN
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So I noticed that there are loads of different
teams, both cheer and dance oriented, in the
society. What’s the difference between them all?
They are all different styles. There are the
dance teams, which are not so much the Bring
It On sort of style- they’re actual dancing.

LEGAL
EAGLE

LEGAL
EAGLE

There is Pom which is done with pom-poms,
and then we also have Hip Hop, Jazz and
Lyrical teams as well. On the cheer side we
have two levels; one is a harder group, and the
other a beginner/basic sort of level.
You guys compete in loads of comps, both
here and overseas. Tell me about some of the
society’s successes?
Our most notable success was in January
when we actually competed at the University
World Championships over in Orlando, Florida.
We competed against teams from all over
the world and we ended up with a bronze and
fourth place in our two different sections.
Who should join the Cheerleading Society?
We usually have a prerequisite of some sort
of dance or cheer experience. But in saying
that we do get people joining who don’t have
any previous training. Obviously if you weren’t
experienced, you would then have to be pretty
keen and willing to learn and give it a real shot.
The bigger the personality, the better!
Simon Anicich

E

For solutions check out the Blitz Facebook page: www.facebook.com/blitzmag

trivia by CONTACT

Email your words to blitz@arc.unsw.edu.au by 5pm October
18th to win a $20 UNSW Bookshop Voucher.
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Get Involved!

1. What nationality was the pianist Chopin?
2. Who cut off Van Goh’s ear?
3. What is the capital of Brazil?
4. Who was the president of Iraq who left office in 2003?
5. What is the world’s most spoken language?

GO TO PAGE 23 TO SEE IF YOU ARE AS SMART AS YOUR
PARENTS TELL YOU.

Shack Tutoring

Provided by the good looking staff at CONTACT, the go to place at UNSW
for information and referrals. Go visit them - L2, Quad East Wing, phone
9385 5880, or email contact@unsw.edu.au

J O B S

Blitz 2014 Positions

Has it really been a whole year?! As reluctant
as we are to give up our coveted (and amazing)
jobs, the time has come to find the new A-team.
Working for Blitz is an awesome experience,
not to be passed up (and the best job going
on campus). The added bonus? It’s a PAID
internship. Cue music to your ears.

&
Editor (x2 positions - 15 hours per week):

Designer (20 hours per week):

Do you want to be in the driver’s seat for
UNSW’s favourite What’s On mag? Do you have
your finger on the pulse of UNSW and Arc, have
a great eye for detail and a compulsion for
correct grammar? Does interviewing celebs,
getting VIP passes to gigs and sporting events,
hitting red carpets, writing features and getting
weekly by-lines appeal to you?

Are you an innovative designer, dying to show
off your talented design skills and see your
ideas turn into an actual magazine?

Sound too good to be true? Email any questions to c.page@arc.unsw.edu.au or head
to jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au for the full info pack and details on how to apply. Good luck!
(20)

O P P S
Then Blitz needs you!

Want to give back to the community and have
your contribution recorded on your Graduate
Statement? This week we chatted to Mona
Sajeev, a volunteer from Shack Tutoring, about
how helping underprivileged kids can teach
you invaluable life skills.
For people who might not have heard about
it, can you give us a rundown of what Shack
Tutoring is and what you do?
It’s a program where uni students volunteer
to teach a high school student from a
disadvantaged area. The aim is to provide a
free tuition service to local students who might
not otherwise have access to it. It’s a really
rewarding experience having the opportunity
to help someone out and teach them about a
subject you’re passionate about.
What made you decide to get involved with Shack?
I heard about it last year. It seemed like such
a great way to get involved while making a

difference at the same time. I’d never done
formal tutoring before, but I really liked helping
out my friends with their school work.
What have you enjoyed most about being a
part of the program?
Definitely getting to know the person I’m
tutoring. He’s in Year 12 and getting ready for
the next stage of his life, so I’ve been helping
him out with scholarship applications. It’s just
really inspiring to hear how passionate he is
about what he wants to do and how he wants
to help people. Having the opportunity to help
someone follow their dream is an
amazing feeling.
Who should apply to volunteer?
Whatever subject you’re good at, that’s
something you’d be able to teach, so I would
say everyone. It’s not that much of a time
commitment, so I think everyone should apply
for it if they can.
Krystal Sutherland
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(VOXPOPS)
BLOCKHOUSE (G6) OR

arc.unsw.edu.au

RENEWING? You don’t need to fill in any
forms, just bring your UNSW Student ID card
to Arc Reception (Blockhouse G6) to score all
the awesome benefits below and loads more
(PSST there is no joining fee).

JEREMY
(Commerce)

TALEESA
(Applied Languages)

If you could bro out with any dead celeb,
who would you choose?
Tupac, to find out if the rumours are true
and he’s still alive.

If you could play any sport
professionally, what would it be?
Surfing, because you get to chill out and
hang at the beach.

Best way to save dollars?
Earn it and then literally do nothing with
it. Maybe keep it under your mattress or
something.

The dumbest sport?
Golf. Although I am a mini golf fan.

Fave sports film?
Mighty Ducks is the only thing to make ice
hockey look cool.

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS COMPS!

PIERRE
(Communications Systems)

THANKS TO ICON FILMS

Fave sports film?
Lords of Dogtown-it’s my favourite movie
in general.

WIN 1 OF 5 DVDS

SPRING BREAKERS

Your solution for world poverty?
Invent a way for people to shit gold.
Best way to save dollars?
Always ‘forget’ your wallet so other people
pay for you.

Prepare to be shocked and surprised in Harmony Korine’s SPRING
BREAKERS, as Disney darlings Selena Gomez and Vanessa Hudgens turn up
the heat in a vacation they will never forget.
When a group of college girls on Spring Break land themselves in jail, they
are bailed out by a local arms dealer and shown the ropes of a life that
requires no college education. Alien (James Franco) takes them under his
wing, providing a lavish home complete with a bed of cash, a grand piano
by the pool and plenty of guns to keep them occupied.
Together they embark on a wild ride on the wild side and show that good
girls go to heaven and bad girls go to ‘Spring Break.

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS DISCOUNTS!
WHEN YOU JOIN Arc YOU GET ALL THESE AWESOME DISCOUNTS AND THEN SOME. DON’T FORGET TO SHOW YOUR Arc STICKER.

Toni & Guy - Randwick
30% off all services.

Boston - Randwick
15-20% off all clothing, footwear
and suit hire.

YHA - Various locations
2 years YHA membership for
the price of 1 year.

Burger Fuel - Newtown
Buy one burger, fries and drink and get one
burger, fries and drink for free.

SEE WEBSITE FOR THE FULL LIST AND TERMS & CONDITIONS arc.unsw.edu.au/benefits

TRIVIA ANSWERS: 1. Polish. 2. He cut it himself. 3. Brasilia. 4. Saddam Hussein. 5. Chinese.

In Cinemas May 9
Trailer link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NmImzKiuQ0

TO ENTER EMAIL YOUR STUDENT NUMBER TO comps@arc.unsw.edu.au WITH ‘SPRING BREAKERS’ IN THE SUBJECT LINE TO BE IN TO WIN.

If you could bro out with any dead celeb,
who would you choose?
Charles de Gaulle. He was an amazing
dude who helped to restore France.

CHRIS
(Engineering)

JOLIEN
(Law)

Best way to save dollars?
Don’t come in to campus, it’s
super expensive.

Stallone or Arnie?
Arnie, because of the film Junior where he
plays a pregnant man.

If you could bro out with any dead
celeb, who would you choose?
Christopher Hitchens. He’s awesome
and dead, thus filling the criteria of the
question.

The dumbest sport?
Netball is the lame version of Basketball.
If you could play any sport professionally,
what would it be?
Tennis so I could hang out with Federer.

The dumbest sport?
Combat Juggling. Look it up on YouTube,
it’s ridiculous.

ROWAN
(Electrical Engineering)
The dumbest sport?
Chess Boxing. It’s as pointless as
it sounds...
Stallone or Arnie?
Arnie. He’s bros with Karl Stefanovic.
Your solution for world poverty?
Colonise Mars.

(23)

SPORT

WED-FRI WK 11
WED

16

THUR

17

FRI

18

10-3PM HOW-TO WORKSHOPS
11-3PM BBQ
11-5PM SOCIAL SPORTS
COMP ROUNDS
12:30-2:30PM
YMCA CHALLENGE A MATE
6PM OUTDOOR CINEMA

9AM BOOTCAMP
9AM BOOTCAMP
10-3PM HOW-TO WORKSHOPS
10-3PM HOW-TO WORKSHOPS
11-3PM BBQ
11-3PM BBQ
11-5PM SOCIAL SPORTS
1PM YMCA & Arc SPORT
COMP ROUNDS
COLOUR RUN
12:30-2:30PM
4PM SOCIAL SPORTS FINALS
YMCA BEEP TEST COMP
5PM AWARDS CEREMONY
6PM EXTREME SPORTS
DOCUMENTARY
ALL DAY ROCK CLIMBING WALL & INTERACTIVE SPORT SIMULATORS

MEMBERSHIPS AND A
SAMSUNG CAMERA & LAPTOP
GET INVOLVED TO WIN GYM

sport.arc.unsw.edu.au

